
Discover Diving the Ridgewood Way

RIDGEWOOD POOL

This is a resource celebrating the sport of Diving and sharing how divers develop 
at Ridgewood.  We call upon friends to share their stories, joy and teaching points 
as a system to cultivate, support, guide and mentor others in the sport of Diving 
and the world beyond.  This is a review of our people, processes and priorities.   

Please share.  It’s the Ridgewood Way. 



Foreword

Nestled in the heart of Madison, Wisconsin, Ridgewood community pool has been teaching members 
water safety, and introducing recreational water based activities such as diving, swimming and water 
ballet during the short splendid summers for over 50 years. In fact, Ridgewood divers began competing 
in an All City league as early as 1962. While the Ridgewood Dive team has a rich history and tradition of 
success as competitors and champions, it is truly the spirit and character cultivated as athletes formed 
into fine young men and women which Ridgewood celebrates.  For as long as members can remember, 
Ridgewood has taken a team based approach to developing it’s membership, and yet focus on celebrat-
ing the success of every child.  Many of its’ youth return to serve the Ridgewood community to help oth-
ers enjoy water safety and activities annually.  This is the essence of a grass roots development program 
that is rich in memories and championships alike.  This is part of the culture of Ridgewood: Team first.

Ridgewood Pool has been a summer pool opening shortly after Memorial Day and closing sometime 
after Labor Day for over 60 years.  Most members learn to swim at an early age and witness the fun asso-
ciated with the sport of springboard diving.  In fact, Ridgewood has 3 springboards for diving.  A 3 meter 
springboard is surrounded by two 1 meter springboards which help our staff attract, engage, inspire and 
develop many recreational swimmers into diving.  Some of these members and friends from other pools 
are drawn to Ridgewood for its’ development of divers.  A few of the Ridgewood divers eventually com-
pete in high school and pursue diving in college as well.  It all starts with having people who know and 
respect the sport of diving and culture of Ridgewood with the priority of making it fun while rooted in a 
recreational development atmosphere. 

This work has been created to help communicate how the sport of springboard diving is introduced to 
Madison area youth and how Ridgewood implements a summer recreational program to develop such 
athletes.  It is all about priorities - Aspire.



PEOPLE



Dan Urben
(The man bringing us all together)

Serving as an educator of our youth in the public 
schools allows me to build a relationship with our 
youth and community.  As summer draws near, just 
like the children I anticipate the experiences and 
growth to follow each school year with the com-
munity at Ridgewood Pool.   As Ridgewood’s Pool 
Manager one of my greatest joys is forming a team 
of people who are welcoming, considerate and fun 
to staff our pool as lifeguards and coaches.  Of-
ten these individuals have been Ridgewood Pool 
members who understand the character and ex-
pectations of the Ridgewood community:  respect 
and embody the culture of Ridgewood Pool which 
is open, welcoming, safe and fun.  These individu-
als have innate character qualities that cultivate the 
joy of increased water safety, athletic development, 
and personal growth.   Specifically, when it comes 
to diving I’ve come to rely on Head Coach Aaron 
O’Neill, Assistant Coach Allison Statz, and Assistant 
Coach Kyle Wolmutt to lead our competitive dive 
team and dive lessons. 

They embody the spirit of Ridgewood and serve in 
many capacities from coach to lifeguard while men-
toring and developing others.  For instance, one 
of our competitive dive team members, Alex Rit-
ter serves as a lifeguard and assists with teaching 
Dive lessons.  He also competes as a swimmer for 
Ridgewood.  Maggie Nunn who set the bar high 
as an athlete, mentor and Ridgewood community 
member is often found supporting all aged div-
ers while even providing transportation for divers 
across town to meets.  

At Ridgewood we pursue the positive impact of 
recreational water activities.  This takes a great deal 
of planning, communication, collaboration and cre-
ativity.  We also rely heavily upon volunteers for 
facility maintenance and event planning.   Every 
spring is a new beginning with new opportunities 
for all.   For others, spring is a continuation of fun 
and development; for some it’s a time of reflection, 
sharing and mentoring.  It is the Ridgewood Way.  
Below is an opportunity for you to meet some of 
those key individuals named above and learn how 
to Discover Diving the Ridgewood Way.  There 
have been many before them who have lead the 
way - the Ridgewood Way.



Aaron O’Neill
Head Dive Coach

My goal as Head Dive Coach is to provide a safe environment and opportunity for kids to introduce and build upon the 
fundamentals essential for diving while touching on life’s lessons about commitment, teamwork, and responsibility.

I dove at Ridgewood Pool from age 8 – 18.  High School diving was not an option for me because my school did not have 
a team.  In college, I pursued a teaching degree in Physical Education (PE) with minors in adapted PE and coaching.  I’m 
currently a PE teacher at Madison’s West Senior High School.  In my free time I enjoy spending time outdoors camping, 
hiking, biking, and swimming with my family.  I was drawn back to Ridgewood as a Dive Coach because of the positive en-
vironment and experiences I had growing up at Ridgewood.  I want the same opportunity for our current and future divers.  
What I enjoy about coaching is seeing the look on the face of my divers when they accomplish something they worked 
hard at or didn’t think they could do.  

The result of all the practice and hard work at Ridgewood is that divers are respectful, coachable and have fun.  From that 
atmosphere success is often realized in our dual meets and at the annual All City Meets, winning seven of the past eight 
All City Dive Championships.  The critical component is an atmosphere of fun.
 



Allison Statz
I was lucky enough to coach the Ridgewood Dive Team for 3 years, and spend 8 years on the team as a diver. 
The thing that I liked so much about the team (and which led me to coaching), was the support of all divers, no 
matter the level. I loved to dive, but any coach or teammate of mine can tell you, I wasn’t in it for the glory. My 
friends dove, so I dove.  I was attracted to the fun atmosphere.

What makes the Ridgewood Dive Team so special is that the coaches are able to inspire everyone to do their 
best, from beginners to high school state finalists (I’ll let you decide which one you think I was).  Aside from the 
actual coaching, the culture of divers is incredibly supportive. The uniqueness of this league allows divers to dive 
alongside all of their teammates, from 6 year olds in their first year, to 18 year olds who have just graduated high 
school. Not only does this give younger divers, older divers to look up to, but it allows older divers to take on 
a role as a leader, and an encourager.   As part of this team, I realized we were developing ourselves in many 
ways.  Later as a coach, I was able to watch these relationships grow and thrive.  Year after year I watched young 
divers work on incredibly advanced dives, because they were inspired when they saw an older kid do it and they 
thought it looked cool  Coaching for Ridgewood has been one of the best things to experience as I get to be 
part of the team again developing divers and sharing their joy.  I hope to help provide the opportunity to anyone 
who desires to be on the Ridgewood Dive Team enjoy  all that we are and offer. 

Participating now has a coach and witnessing a young lady achieve recognition for a dive well executed or even 
better yet a series of dives I sense as much pride as the ribbon holders do and enjoy sharing their moment - for 
we worked together and have had fun along the way.  It is that sharing with fellow coaches that seems to evolve 
into a legacy of divers developing divers at Ridgewood.
 



Kyle Wolmutt
I’ve been involved in diving at Ridgewood Pool since the age of 4 and competed through the age of 18.  I recall 
that I was attracted to diving because I simply loved flying through the air and the rush of adrenaline I felt even 
when I learned the basics of a new dive.  Diving quickly became more than just a recreation or a sport for me, the 
divers at Ridgewood immediately embraced me as part of the diving community.  Suddenly at meets I realized I 
had new friends sharing the same experiences of exploration and excitement around their pool.  The coaches kept 
me engaged when I was younger by striving to get to know me as a person.  I felt welcomed, became engaged 
and decided to apply myself to develop further as a competitive diver.  That atmosphere quickly transformed the 
diving well into another home for me.  It is that atmosphere and attitude which I enjoyed as a diver that I strive 
to share with all members of the diving community and Ridgewood.  I recognize that how Ridgewood introduced 
me to the basics and provided a strong foundation of fundamentals helped me pursue my personal goals of 
greater competition in high school diving and now even as I compete as a diver for the University of Wisconsin - 
LaCrosse as a Senior.  As I am about to graduate with a bachelors of Science in Chemistry and a minor in Physics 
and Mathematics, I pause to write this note and can easily see how so many lessons from the sport of diving are 
transferable to life.  For example practicing the fundamentals, developing curiosity and driving towards goals, be-
ing accountable as an individual while supporting others and working as a team member.  As I reflect, the list just 
grows.  The overarching feeling I recall is simply the joy of summer diving.  Diving and all that it offers helped me 
enjoy so much of my childhood that I brought it to college and beyond.  The sport of diving has to do with mind, 
body and spirit; it’s hard to explain in a sense.  It’s more like energy and all that is and does.

Now as a diving coach, my main goal is to create a fun atmosphere for the kids I’m teaching while helping them 
become the best diver possible.  I follow the Ridgewood Way which in-
corporates a learner based approach - meeting every diver where 
they are at and help them define their own goals while guiding 
them towards meet participation and All City league pre-
scribed dives.  What fascinates me is that these divers are 
excited when they come to the pool and are ready to 
learn.  They push themselves and one another even 
during rain storms (absent thunder and lighting of 
course) to take advantage of the limited hours of 
board availability in the summer.  For most div-
ers, summer is the only time they have access to 
springboards and coaching.  They have this inner 
drive that brightens even the gloomiest days.  It 
makes the entire experience fun for me as well and 
that fun atmosphere carries from the diving well, 
to team picnics, tye dye t-shirt days, trips to the 
Wisconsin Dells water park with all of the All City 
League teams, pizza parties and one of my favorite 
events is the “flip off” where we invite other teams 
to our pool and simply practice flips together.  During 
the summer I rarely have free time as I spend much of it 
at Ridgewood - why would one leave.  But when I am able 
to sneak away I spend time hiking, biking or simply enjoying a 
good book or listening to some classic music favorites.



 Alex Ritter
I consider myself fortunate to have been cultivated as a div-

er at Ridgewood pool.  I began taking diving lessons at 
5 years of age and competitive diving at age 6 for the 
Ridgewood Dive team.  This summer recreational activ-
ity of diving quickly became one of my favorite sports 
as Ridgewood Pool’s Head Dive Coach Aaron O’Neill, 
his assistants Allison and Kyle encouraged me to build 
new dives.  I have to admit that the thread that links 
the entire experience together is that of “excitement”.  
The divers and coaches at Ridgewood simply develop 
one another by ensuring that we are enjoying our time 

together while developing dives.  I’ll admit I may be 
slow to rise out of bed in the mornings, but when I know 

I’m heading to Ridgewood I’m charged.  There’s an inde-
scribable energy around the diving well that you have to be 

present to experience.   Some may think “ugh” practice, but 
I know “ah” practice is going to be fun.  At times for the dive 

team I may practice my approach and lift off and try to kick or 
kiss a tree branch that spans high over the diving well only to “rip” 

an entry below.  This act may not be part of the proper diving form, but 
for any Ridgewood diver to achieve this difficult task we know that the diver in 

fact has excelled at lift off and taken flight!  To be serious though, included in every dive lesson is a period where 
divers simply have time to explore and be creative.  As an Instructor I often find divers wishing to explore with me 
the 3 meter springboard which I encourage as we do so safely together.  It appears to be a little easier for some to 
touch the tree branch.

As I’ve just finished my freshman year in High School, I realize that many of the lessons learned both as an athlete 
and as an instructor are relative and transferable to life:  respect, dedication, perseverance.   At every level of diving 
I’ve heard that it is more important to be kind, respectful, coachable and have fun than to simply win.  I’ll admit that 
thanks to Aaron, I walked away from my hockey jersey and on occasion around the deck you may find me wearing 
a Hawaiian shirt.  It’s a fun new “jersey”.

Over the years my role models in Diving at Ridgewood 
have been Natalie Donkle, George and Maggie Nunn, 
Sam Smith, Allison Statz and Kyle Wolmutt. Certainly, 
there have been many others, in fact too many to list 
them all.  These Divers are much more than incredible 
athletes, they are mentors and friends.  

I think one of the greatest gifts I have received as a div-
er is to have been encouraged to serve the Ridgewood 
community as a lifeguard and assist in dive instruction.  
Being able to connect with fellow pool members wishing 
to discover and explore the joys of competitive diving is 
gratifying.  

The USA Diving slogan is: Guts, Glory and Grace.  Through 
my own experiences I know full well the courage (Guts) it 
takes to step up onto the diving board with friends and 
strangers watching.  In that moment we stand alone and 
present ourselves to one and many and know that we are 
being judged.  I also know the pure exhilaration (Glory) 
that flows through a diver’s veins when entering the water 
knowing a dive has just been well executed.   Finally, I 
offer and welcome the respect (Grace) we as Divers 
offer one another as Judges may favor one of us over the 
other and yet we still congratulate fellow athletes. 
 



One of my favorite sayings s:  “It’s not how we fall, rather how we rise in life that matters”.  It is true on occasion I 
have “fallen”, and yet I realize now it’s part of the process of learning.  To miss a dive or “smack” having not fully 
rotated can really hurt - that I know full well.  It is also true that at times I have executed some dives well, and so 
to share my joy of diving with others and ignite their passion for this sport is more than gratifying.  I’ve had people 
welcome me into this world of diving and for that I am grateful.  I’ve watched them succeed in diving and go on 
to succeed in college and hope to follow them in that pursuit as well.  
   
This project of sharing the sport of diving from my perspective as both a competitor and more recently as a dive 
instructor is a great honor.  Thank you all for your interest.  I hope to see you flipping around the pool!



As a kid, I would always run around the living room 
flipping on the floor or the sofa.  So, when I turned 5 
my mom signed me up for a toddler class at Madtown 
Twisters Gymnastics.  Not long after that, the team 

coach asked me to join the competitive team.  From 
then on my winters were filled with long car rides on 

weekends to competitions and long practices every day 
of the week. One day, we got a new coach and she asked 

me if I had ever tried diving. Of course little me at the age of 
7 had no clue about the sport.  We already belonged to a pool 

because my older brother, George, and I were on the swim team, so 
my mom just signed me up for the dive team.  Of course my brother got 

signed up too because I wouldn’t do anything without him. 

When we showed up to the first day of practice I was terrified, excited and confused.  I was terrified because I had 
never tried diving before.  I was also excited because I watched some of the 15-18s doing really cool dives and want-
ed to learn how to do everything.  And lastly, I was confused.  I was confused because now, it was good to land on 
my head?  After years of gymnastics and trying to stick everything perfectly on my feet,  I now wanted to land straight 
on my head?  After the first practice though, I fell in love with the sport.  I loved how the springboard flung you up in 
the air and I loved flipping and flying through the air.  Alternating between a leotard and swimsuit everyday, summer 
became my favorite time of year. 

In 2012, my family joined Ridgewood Pool and it quickly became like a second home to me. What I love about Ridge-
wood is that from day one, all the coaches, lifeguards, and managers made me feel welcome as they do many kids 
and families. Through diving on this team I have learned skills like teamwork, dedication, and ambition that can be 
applied to all environments, not just a pool setting.

I dove in the all city league for 10 years and now I am so grateful and thrilled that I get to continue to be involved, but 
now on the flip side as a coach this year at Ridgewood.  I hope as I coach I can create a space where kids can have 
fun, be safe, and be challenged.  I think there is nothing that can even compare to the look on a kids face when they 
come out of the water having just learned a brand new dive or nail one they have been working on for a long time.  
I hope to teach the divers how to practice and work hard as a team to achieve success like this team has in the past.
 

Maggie Nunn



PROCESSES
How Ridgewood Dives 
Part of our mission is to introduce members and guests to the joy of Diving.  Athletes are safely taught the basic mechanics 
and fundamentals of springboard diving.  We offer all pool members and guests full access to the 1 meter and 3 meter 
springboards.   Dive Lessons which are scaffolding in nature start with an introductory level with advancement to participa-
tion in the Madison All City Diving League which consists of 13 Madison Area Pools.

The lessons group targets youth participants who have little to no experience in diving.  These programs begin as intro-
ductory sessions that underscore safe teaching and application of the fundamentals of springboard dives.  These lessons 
ensure the athletes can swim safely in the water, then introduce them to the terms associated with diving from  1 meter 
springboard to operational aspects of the fulcrum, the sport of diving etiquette and enjoyment of the sport.  There are 
different levels of diving lessons and athletes progress through different levels from basic to pre-competitive team skills.  
Athletes are taught the importance of nutrition, health and wellness, stretching techniques, proper body alignment, body 
positions (straight, pike and tuck), the importance of fundamentals such as approach, lift off, variations of jumping, front 
and back dive positions, water entry, front and back take offs.  These skills are gained on and off the diving boards, with 
access to swim platforms, general recreational pool well which enable athletes to move from basic diving skills to more 
advanced skills/dives off a 3 meter springboard with fulcrum.

Lessons Implementation
Ridgewood Dive lessons are designed that each week sessions are offered on alternating days such as a Tuesday and 
Thursday or a Monday and Wednesday to accommodate other athlete scheduling demands.  These sessions are cus-
tomized to each diver’s skill level; having 4 different ranges from introductory diving to the minimum skill requirement 
to move forward to the competitive team.  Once athletes complete all the level requirements, or prove proficient with 
the necessary skills they have the opportunity to join the competitive team which has additional practice hours and 
athletes are encouraged to attend the Monday through Thursday 1 hour dive practices that are offered at different times 
to accommodate athlete schedules and other demands.  Divers may sign up for additional lessons or seek other diving 
exposures such as camps from other venues.  We facilitate and encourage social gatherings and training with divers from 
other organizations.

Dive Team Participation
The Ridgewood Dive team is a summer only recreational dive team.  Athletes are safely taught and practice the basic 
mechanics and fundamentals of springboard diving.  It is considered an entry level recreational competitive team with 
participants who desire development in the sport.  Some divers throughout this league move on to competitive diving in 
High School.  Divers can choose the number of practices they wish to attend in a week and must compete in a minimum of 
3 league dual meets to qualify for the All City Diving Championships.  Head Coach Aaron O’Neill leads the development 
of the divers with assistant coaches to provide better diver to coach ratios.  The competition is strictly performed on the 1 
meter springboard.  Each diver over the age of 10 must perform six dives from different disciplines.  Under the age of 10, 
five dives are required.



Dive Terms and Phrases
Before we begin with definitions and examples we must emphasize that the essence of our mission is to establish and 
maintain a respectful and welcoming environment.  To that end we encourage athletes, divers, friends, families, guests and 
others to recognize and respect the sport of diving.  We maintain and cultivate participation, support and mentoring by 
recognizing and practicing safe water activities, respect lifeguards, coaches and fellow athletes.  During diving practice, 
preparation and performance we facilitate warm friendly activities, yet are sensitive to disruptive and disturbing behavior 
when divers are engaged with coaches.

Approach – The forward steps taken by a diver toward 
the end of the board.  This usually involves three or 
more steps.

Back approach/Back press – This is the series of os-
cillations that divers do before leaving the board on a 
back or inward dive.  The number of oscillations rang-
es from two to about six, and they are usually followed 
by the diver going up on their toes and circling their 
arms backwards in order to have a good takeoff.

Backward dive – A dive in which the diver begins with 
their back toward the water while they stand at the 
end of the board.

Backward flip – A move that involves a complete rota-
tion of the body with the heels over the head.

Bail – Bailing is when the diver stops trying to do the 
dive while they’re already in the air because they don’t 
think they’ll be able to complete the dive.  Bailing 
is never a good idea and usually ends with a “body 
smack”.

Balk – When a diver initiates a motion to begin a dive 
but discontinues before leaving the diving board.  A 
balk is declared by the referee and causes a deduction 
of two points per judge.  If the diver balks again or falls 
into the water, the referee declares a failed dive.

Call/”Hup” – When a diver asks for a call, this means 
that they want their coach to yell “hup” when they are 
supposed to come out of a dive, because they are still 
learning where the “out” is.

Coach – A person who is designated as one who is 
knowledgeable in the sport of diving and teaches oth-
ers to execute skill, techniques and moves through 
conversation and psychomotor activities.

Crow hop – Crow hopping is when a diver leaves the 
board slightly while doing their back press, only to 
land on the board and then leave the board for their 
take off.  Crow Hopping is bad.

Degree of difficulty – A measure of each dive, telling 
how difficult it is to execute.  It is used to determine 
the final score.  Also known as the tariff.

Diving well – The pool where depths are safe for div-
ing to occur.

Entry – The point in the dive in which the diver makes 
contact with the water.

Flying – Used to describe a dive in which the diver 
assumes a straight position from takeoff, or after one 
somersault, before executing the remainder of the 
dive.  The straight position must be held for at least 
one quarter of a somersault (90 degrees).

Forward dive – The diver faces forwards and rotates 
forwards away from the board entering the water with 
hands over head striking first.

Free position – A combination of straight, pike and/
or tuck positions when a twist is also incorporated.  It 
can be one position and a twist, or any combination of 
positions and a twist.

Front flip – As the diver faces forward toward the wa-
ter this is a move that involves complete rotation of 
the body with the heels over the head.  

Fulcrum – An object or roller beneath the springboard 
which is part of the dive stand that can be manipulated 
to adjust the amount of flex in the board.

High dive – The three meter springboard.



Hurdle – Just after the approach, the diver hops, or 
springs, to the end of the board, taking off from one 
foot and landing on two feet.  The takeoff occurs im-
mediately after the hurdle.

Inward dive – The diver begins with their back to the 
water and rotates toward the board after take-off.

Judge – (Seven judges are standard in major compe-
titions).  In Madison Dual meets there are 3 judges, at 
the All City Championship there are 7.

Lead up/Build up – This is when a diver does a simpler 
dive to prepare themselves for a bigger dive.

Kick out – This is when a diver fully extends out of a 
dive and straightens out in order to have a good entry 
into the water.

Meet – An organized competition of divers with judg-
es, referees and score keepers.

Over/Long – This is when a diver kicks out too late or 
is too loose in their kick out and they over rotate.

Pike position – the diver bends their body forward at 
the waist.  The legs are straight and the toes are point-
ed.

Referee – Official – This individual, who is not a judge, 
is responsible for managing the competition and mak-
ing sure all regulations are observed.

Reverse dive – Formerly called “gainers,” these dives 
begin with the diver facing the front of the board(using 
a forward approach) and rotating toward the board.

Rip – When a diver “rips” a dive, this means that their 
entry into the water is vertical, with very little splash, 
and when their hands break the water tension, it 
makes a very loud, very satisfying smacking sound. 

Scoring – Is on a scale of 0-10, utilizing half-point or 
whole-point increments.

Shammy – The absorbing towel that divers use to dry 
themselves on the board before executing dives.

Somersault – (flip) When a diver rotates around his/
her horizontal axis in a circular manner.

Spot – A spot is a place where a diver will look in order 
to know when to kick out of a dive.  The spot might be 
a spot on the ceiling, the wall or the water.

Springboard – A flexible diving board that adds to the 
diver’s own spring and take off.

Synchronized diving – Two divers of the same gender 
perform the same or complementary dives from the 
same level board at the same time – the aim being to 
execute their dive in a similar fashion.

Take off – The moment at which the diver lifts from 
the board or platform to begin execution of the dive.

Tuck position – A position in which the diver bends 
their knees, bringing or “tucking” the knees and thighs 
closer to the chest and heels toward the buttocks.

Twisting dive – Any dive that includes a twist, whether 
forward, backward, reverse or inward.

Under/Short – This is when a diver kicks out too early 
and they under rotate.

Water line – On cooler days, when the wind blows, 
divers may choose to wait in line in the warm water of 
the pool.



Types of Dives

Categories

• Forward – With body fac-
ing forward and dive made 
forward 

• Backward – Back to the water 
and rotating away from the 
board 

• Reverse – Diver facing 
forward and rotating back 
toward the board 

• Inward – Back to the water 
and rotating forward toward 
the board 

• Twisting – Any dive with a 
twist is included in this group, 
whether forward, backward, 
reverse or inward

Positions

• Straight – Body remains 
straight 

• Pike – Body bent at waist, 
with legs straight 

• Tuck – Body bent at the knees 
and hips, with knees held 
together and drawn to chest, 
heels close to the buttocks 

• Free – A combination of 
straight, pike or tuck, used 
only in twisting dives

Building a Dive 
The two primary elements that go into constructing a dive are categories and positions.  There are five categories of dives, 
each labeled by the type of flight.  Each group of dives must begin with one component of the flight group – forward, back-
ward, reverse, inward, twisting ( and arm stand which is platform only ) to be the starting point of the dive.  Divers utilize 
different positions within the dive – straight, pike, tuck and free – in order to complete different dives.

Dive Numbers
It is through these categories and positions that dives, and dive numbers are created.  When divers submit their list of dives 
for a round of competition, they identify each dive by number.  Traditionally, a dive has three or four numbers followed by 
a letter (i.e.305B).  Numbers correspond to the categories or positions in a dive.

305B



Three-digit Dives
First number:  The first number of every-three digit dive corresponds  
to a category:

1. a forward dive
2. a back dive
3. a reverse dive
4. an inward dive
5. a twisting dive (only four digit dives begin with a “5”
6. a dive begun in the armstand position. (platform diving)
 
Second number:  The second number of every three-digit dive specifies the initial position of flight.  This number is almost 
always zero (unspecified position and occasionally a 1 (for a dive begun in the straight position).
Third number:  The third number of a three-digit dive signifies the number of half somersaults that will be performed.
The letter:  After the three digits of the dive number, a letter is added to signify the dive position:
 
 A: Straight position
 B: Pike position
 C: Tuck position
 D: Free position.
 
Example: A 301B would be a reverse dive, with a half somersault in the pike position.  A 107B is a forward dive, with 3 ½ 
somersaults in the pike position.

Four-digit Dives
Some dives necessitate four numbers.  Dives that begin with “5” mean twisting dives, and follow the takeoff position (i.e. 
“2” for back, the number of half somersaults, the number of half twists, and finally the number denoting position.

Example: A 5237D is a back dive with 1 ½ somersaults, 3 ½ twists, free position dive.

Dives that begin with “6” are arm stand dives.  They can include three or four numbers before the letter.  If a dive begins 
with “6” the first digit signifies armstand dive, the second digit signifies forward (1 or backward take off 2, the third digit 
denotes the number of half – somersaults executed, the fourth number (if necessary denotes the number of half twists, and 
the letter signifies the position.

Example: A 612B is a dive executed for the arm stand position, forward off the board with one full somersault in the 
pike position.

301B

5237D



Scoring

What is considered by judges when scoring:

The aspects of the dives considered by the judges are the run-up, the take-off, the execution of maneuvers, grace and 
entry into the water.  Each dive is to be considered without regard to the difficulty figure.

1. Approach:  The diver’s starting position must be fully erect, relaxed and confident, with arms straight forward, to the 
sides or over the head.  The approach must be smooth, straight, forceful and leading into the hurdle, which is the 
springing action on the board gaining upward propulsion.

2. Take-off:  Springboard take-offs can propel divers upwards of eight feet above the board.  Divers need to show control 
and balance.  The take-off must be bold and the diver must clear the board by an ample safety margin. 

3. Elevation:  The amount of spring or lift a diver receives from the take-off greatly affects the appearance of the dive.  
Since more height means more time, a higher elevation generally affords greater accuracy and smoothness of move-
ment.  Shorter divers can get good height if they have enough strength.

4. Execution:  The dive’s components – straight, tuck, pike or free positions – must be performed crisply, with flair and 
control, and held long enough in flight to clearly identify them.  A judge watches for proper mechanical performance, 
technique, form and grace.

5. Entry:  The entry into the water is very significant because it is the last thing the judge sees and probably remembered 
the best.  The entry shall in all cases be vertical, or nearly so, with body straight, feet together, and toes pointed.  In a 
head first entry, arms are extended overhead with hands together.  A feet-first entry is almost never used, but in that 
event it is, arms must be held tightly against the sides for streamlining.  The less splash the better.

 
After each dive the referee gives a signal and each judge without consulting with the others, indicates his or her mark for 
the dive.  For individual events the highest and lowest of the seven scores are discarded and the total of the remaining 
mark is multiplied by the degree of difficulty of the dive.  That figure is multiplied by .06 in order to determine the final 
score.  This factor is used so that scores from a competition with three judges may be compared to a competition with five 
judges.
 
Example:  A diver in the springboard competition performs a forward dive with a half twist in the straight position, degree 
of difficulty 2.0, and receives the following scores: 8,7,7,7,7,7,6.5.  The two highest scores (8,7) and the two lowest scores 
(7, 6.5) are canceled, and the total of the remaining marks (21) is multiplied by the degree of difficulty (2.0) yielding 42, the 
score of the dive.

Judges award scores on a scale from 01 to 10 in half or whole points according to the following specifications:

Execution Score

• Completely failed: 0 points
• Unsatisfactory: .5 to 2 points
• Deficient: 2.5 to 4.5 points
• Satisfactory: 5 to 6 points
• Good: 6.5 to 8 points
• Very Good: 8.5 to 10 points



VARSITY JV EXHIBITION
Order
of
Dives

Dive
No.

T
u
c
k

P
i
k
e

S
t 
r.

F
r
e
e

FORWARD DIVES        (C)   (B)   (A)   (D)
______   101  Forward Dive ...........................1.2   1.3   1.4   ___
______   102  Forward 1 SS...........................1.4   1.5   1.6   ___
______   103  Forward 1 1/2 SS.....................1.6   1.7   2.0   ___
______   104  Forward 2 SS...........................2.2   2.3   2.6   ___
______   105  Forward 2 1/2 SS.....................2.4   2.6   ___  ___
______   106  Forward 3 SS...........................2.9   3.2   ___  ___
______   107  Forward 3 1/2 SS.....................3.0   3.3   ___  ___
______   112  Forward Flying 1 SS................1.6   1.7   ___  ___
______   113  Forward Flying 1 1/2 SS..........1.8   1.9   ___  ___

BACK DIVES
______   201  Back Dive.................................1.5   1.6   1.7   ___
______   202  Back 1 SS................................1.5   1.6   1.7   ___
______   203  Back 1 1/2 SS..........................2.0   2.3   2.5   ___
______   204  Back 2 SS................................2.2   2.5   ___  ___
______   205  Back 2 1/2 SS..........................3.0   3.2   ___  ___

REVERSE DIVES
______   301  Reverse Dive ...........................1.6   1.7   1.8   ___
______   302  Reverse 1 SS ..........................1.6   1.7   1.8   ___
______   303  Reverse 1 1/2 SS ....................2.1   2.4   2.7   ___
______   304  Reverse 2 SS ..........................2.3   2.6   2.9   ___
______   305  Reverse 2 1/2 SS ....................3.0   3.2   ___  ___

INWARD DIVES
______   401  Inward Dive..............................1.4   1.5   1.8   ___
______   402  Inward 1 SS .............................1.6   1.7   2.0   ___
______   403  Inward 1 1/2 SS.......................2.2   2.4   ___  ___
______   404  Inward 2 SS .............................2.8   3.0   ___  ___
______   405  Inward 2 1/2 SS.......................3.1   3.4   ___  ___
______   412  Inward Flying SS .....................2.0   2.1   ___  ___
______   413  Inward Flying 1 1/2 SS ............2.7   2.9   ___  ___

TWIST DIVES
______ 5111  Forward Dive, 1/2 Twist ...........1.6   1.7   1.8   ___
______ 5112  Forward Dive, 1 Twist ..............___  1.9   2.0   ___
______ 5121  Forward 1 SS, 1/2 Twist ..........___  ___  ___  1.7
______ 5122  Forward 1 SS, 1 Twist .............___  ___  ___  1.9
______ 5124  Forward 1 SS, 2 Twists............___  ___  ___  2.3
______ 5126  Forward 1 SS, 3 Twists............___  ___  ___  2.8
_____   5131  Forward 1 1/2 SS, 1/2 Twist ....___  ___  ___  2.0
______ 5132  Forward 1 1/2 SS, 1 Twist .......___  ___  ___  2.2
______ 5134  Forward 1 1/2 SS, 2 Twists .....___  ___  ___  2.6
______ 5136  Forward 1 1/2 SS, 3 Twists .....___  ___  ___  3.1
______ 5142 Forward 2 SS, 1 Twist..............2.6    2.7   ___  ___
______ 5152  Forward 2 1/2 SS, 1 Twist .......3.0   3.2   ___  ___
______ 5211  Back Dive, 1/2 Twist ................___  ___  1.8   ___
______ 5212  Back Dive, 1 Twist ...................___  ___  2.0   ___
______ 5221  Back 1 SS, 1/2 Twist................___  ___  ___  1.7
______ 5222  Back 1 SS, 1 Twist...................___  ___  ___  1.9
______ 5223  Back 1 SS, 1 1/2 Twists...........___  ___  ___  2.3
______ 5225  Back 1 SS, 2 1/2 Twists...........___  ___  ___  2.7
______ 5227  Back 1 SS, 3 1/2 Twists...........___  ___  ___  3.2
______ 5231  Back 1 1/2 SS, 1/2 Twist .........___  ___  ___  2.1
______ 5233  Back 1 1/2 SS, 1 1/2 Twists.....___  ___  ___  2.5
______ 5235  Back 1 1/2 SS, 2 1/2 Twists.....___  ___  ___  2.9
______5251  Back 2 1/2 SS, 1/2 Twist .........2.7   2.9   ___  ___
______ 5311  Reverse Dive, 1/2 Twist...........___  ___  1.9   ___
______ 5312  Reverse Dive, 1 Twist..............___  ___  2.1   ___
______ 5321  Reverse 1 SS, 1/2 Twist ..........___  ___  ___  1.8
______ 5322  Reverse 1 SS, 1 Twist .............___  ___  ___  2.0
______ 5323  Reverse 1 SS, 1 1/2 Twists .....___  ___  ___  2.4
______ 5325  Reverse 1 SS, 2 1/2 Twists .....___  ___  ___  2.8
______ 5331  Reverse 1 1/2 SS, 1/2 Twist...___    ___  ___  2.2
______ 5333  Reverse 1 1/2 SS, 1 1/2 Twists___  ___  ___  2.6
______ 5335  Reverse 1 1/2 SS, 2 1/2 Twists___  ___  ___  3.0
______ 5351  Reverse 2 1/2 SS, 1/2 Twist ....2.7   2.9   ___  ___
______ 5411  Inward Dive, 1/2 Twist .............___  1.7   2.0   ___
______ 5412  Inward Dive, 1 Twist ................___  1.9   2.2   ___
______ 5421  Inward 1 SS, 1/2 Twist.............___  ___  ___  1.9
______ 5422  Inward 1 SS, 1 Twist................___  ___  ___  2.1
______ 5432  Inward 1 1/2 SS, 1 Twist..........___  ___  ___  2.7
______ 5434  Inward 1 1/2 SS, 2 Twists........___  ___  ___  3.1

Diver's Name (Print)         
(First & Last Name) ________________________________________________________

Diver's Signature ____________________________________________
Coach's Signature ___________________________________________
School ____________________________________________________
Date of Meet ____________________ Location ___________________
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All-City Diving

All-City Diving Rules
1. No diver may dive for more than one pool during the summer season unless he/she has changed residence during 

the summer.  He/she must be a dues or registration paying member of the pool and therefore cannot accept a  
scholarship from a second pool while still a member of the first.

2. A diver must compete in three dual meets during the league season to be eligible for the All-City Diving  
Championships.

3. Diving coaches may compete in the meets for the pools at which they are members in good standing.
4. For 10 & under competition there will be three preliminary dives of which one will be the required dive.   

Two other dives will be performed in the finals.  No more than two dives may come from one group.
5. For the other three age groups (11/12, 13/14, 15-18) there will be four preliminary dives of which one will be the 

required dive.  Two other dives will be performed in the finals.  No more than two dives may come from one group.
6. If a diver fails to appear for a dive, it will count as a failed dive.  The diver will be allowed to dive his/her remaining 

dives.
7. Any rules not covered by the Madison All-City rules will fall under the latest National Federation of High Schools 

rules.  See nfhs.org.
8. Sixteen place scoring will be used with the following team points awarded to the following places:

Individual diving at dual and triple meets in the Madison All City League generally utilize three judges.  During the All 
City Diving Championships 7 judges are utilized plus one Referee sometimes referred to as an Official.  The panel of 
judges for the Championship is made up of judges who are coaches from respective competing pools and may at times 
be different than those competing in the finals.  The referee is in charge of the competition and makes sure all regulations 
(All City League) are followed but does not score the dives.  At dual and triple meets the threshold of competition is 
reduced and a referee is not utilized as coaches, judges and other support staff are encouraged to mentor and support 
developing divers.  However, demerits etc. do apply.

Awards will be as follows:

  1st place  Gold Medal
  2nd place  Silver Medal
  3rd  place  Bronze Medal
  4th-16th place  Ribbons

All 10 & Under divers will receive a participation award.  A diver who also participates in the All-City Swim Meet -  
Championships will not receive a second participation award.

Graduating High School Seniors will receive a Recognition Award/Gift.  These Seniors will be recognized formally during 
the intermission between the 15-18 Boys and the 15-18 Girls Competition.

  1st 20 points   9th 9 points
  2nd  17 points   10th 7 points
  3rd 16 points   11th 6 points
  4th 15 points   12th 5 points
  5th 14 points   13th 4  points
  6th 13 points   14th 3  points
  7th 12 points   15th 2  points
  8th 11 points   16th 1  point

http://nfhs.org


All City Championship Competition Format   
(*Review current All City League Rules annually.  Below is an annotation.)

The All City Dive season meets (during the season the below may be altered to facilitate diver participation and an efficient 
meet) and Championship format is organized by age and gender in the following manner:

• 10 and under girls
• 10 and under boys
• 11-12  girls
• 11-12 boys
• 13-14 girls
• 13-14 boys
• 15-18 girls
• 15-18 boys

(The day before the two day competition the host pool invites all participants to practice at event pool)

Championships 
Immediate day prior to event - Diving well available for all team (schedule t.b.a.) 

Day One: 
6:30  a.m. Pool opens for warm-ups
7:30 a.m.   Coaches meeting
8:00 a.m.
  11-12  girls
  Awards – warm-ups break
11:00 a.m.
  11-12 boys
  Awards - Lunch
2:00 p.m.
  13-14 girls
  Awards – Warm ups
5:00 p.m.
  13-14 boys
  Awards

Day close – Officials, judges, coaches dinner 

Day Two:
6:30 a.m. Pool opens for warm-ups
8:00 a.m. 
  10 and under girls
  Awards – warm-ups
11:00 a.m. 
  10 and under boys
  Awards – Lunch – warm ups
2:00 p.m. 
  15-18 girls
  Awards – Senior recognition – warm ups
7:00 p.m. 
  15-18 boys
  Awards

Event close – Officials, judges, coaches dinner
*Note:  Times may be adjusted depending on the number of 
entries, inclement weather in order to facilitate an engaging 
and efficient event.



Spectator Scoring Guide - Summarized  
(Derived and abbreviated WIAA Diving Scoring) 

Divers will perform four dives in the preliminary round.  The top 16 divers will advance to the final round and perform 
their remaining two dives.  Diver awards are determined by the highest number of points.

The meet announcer will call the diver’s name and state the dive number indicating the dive to be performed and the 
Degree of Difficulty.

Record diver’s score from each judge.   Drop the two highest scores and the two lowest scores.  The remaining three 
judges’ scores are added together for a total sum.  Multiply that total sum by the Degree of Difficulty of the dive.  This 
gives the total points for that dive.  



PRIORITIES
WHY DIVING MATTERS



1. Joy - Diving is simply fun.  To hurl oneself 
into the air provides sheer thrill and excite-
ment as dives build with intensity.  Diving is 
the only sport where good flight is recog-
nized at the end with entry into the water 
and a clean “Rip” can make people happy.  

2. Celebration - Witnessing friends ac-
complish and execute prescribed body 
alignment, twisting and movement in a 
multitude of variations before entering 
the water is a release of energy for the 
diver that causes all in awe to celebrate. 

3. Identity - To be part of the Ridgewood 
team signals that a member is dedicated to 
respecting the sport and variation of water 
activities that require discipline, apprecia-
tion and fun.   To be honest there is a cer-
tain amount of levity that drives us to win. 

4. Uplifting - Divers are learning to present 
themselves to one and many while chal-
lenged.  They are building an inner strength 
which will transfer to other aspects of life. 

5. Curiosity - Diving reveals character.  To 
explore an activity, atmosphere and feats 
beyond one’s understanding yet, to be 
witnessed by competitors and spec-
tators who may question possibilities 
fulfills the internal wonder and push-
es divers toward greater development. 

6. Mindfulness - Success is where prepara-
tion and opportunity meet.  A diver must 
prepare, commit, focus and perform.   

7. Legacy - This is Ridgewood.  Diving is 
a community of diverse individuals with 
unique character and skill sets shar-
ing respect, challenges, stories and 
memories that will be cherished by 
friends, families and our community.   

COME DIVE WITH US!

8. Engaging - The sport of diving at Ridge-
wood attracts individuals, engages their 
mind and body, empowers their spir-
it through individual and team processes 
with cognitive, psychological and affec-
tive learning styles while centering one as 
an individual and valued team member. 

9. Societal Impact - If you’re part of the Ridge-
wood Diving community and you meet an-
other diver, no matter their team, you sup-
port and cheer for them.  Their success is 
shared by all in as many ways as there are 
drops of water in the diving well, and our 
well is deep.  It’s that character we value. 

10. Aspire - Diving provides athletes the  
opportunity to be enriched by direct-
ing one’s hopes and ambitions towards a 
desired goal and achievement as an in-
dividual and team member.  A skill that  
athletes will carry throughout their lifetime. 
 

It’s the Sport, Culture and Community Realized.  
Here are several reasons why diving matters:

RIDGEWOODPOOL.COM


